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paralysis of the anal sphincter, so that at first the dilata-
tion was followed by involuntary escape of the fseces
when the patient walked. The sphincter, however, soon
regained its power of contraction, and this accident
ceased to manifest itself. At the same time that this
local treatment was tried the patient took internally the
iodide of potassium with sudorific syrup. It was at first

given in the dose of one scruple, but was gradually in-
creased to three scruples.

At the beginning of January, after forty days’ treat-
ment, there was a great amelioration in the state of M.
Delpech. The stricture was less considerable; defecation
was easier and less painful; the want to evacuate was
less frequent; the sensation of weight in the pelvis had
diminished, and the puriform flux which took place in
the interval of the stools had disappeared, although the
fseces still presented traces of bloody, yellowish matter.
The circumference of the largest bougie employed was
three inches. On the 1 Gth of February M. Delpech left
the hospital not completely cured, but much improved,
taking with him a bougie which he was to use night and
morning.

Six months ago a naval officer, who was similarly
situated, and had undergone a long treatment at the
Brest Hospital, entered the Val de Grace in the service of
M. Baudens. He remained there four months, under the
same treatment, and left the hospital with scarcely any
vestige of his previous infirmity, in order to resume his
official duties.

The credit of first employing metallic bougies in anal
- and rectal affections does not belong to M. Baudens.

’They were, we believe, introduced into practice by an
English surgeon, the late Mr. Mackenzie, of Doughty-
street, for the treatment of haemorrhoids, prolapsus, &c.

Dilatation of the anus or rectum by the means of metallic
substances presents many advantages which have cer-
tainly been overlooked by the profession, the principal of
which is the complete absence of all local irritation. M.

Baudens is, however, we think, the first who has resorted
to this means of dilatation in stricture of the rectum.

REVIEWS.
,Sierra Leone. A Description of the Manners and Custmns

of the Liberated Africans, with Ohserratiolls on the 11’atural.
History of the Colony. By ROBERT CLAKKE, Esq.
M.R.C.S., Edin., Senior Assistant-Surgeon to the Colony,
8vo., pp. 178. J. Ridgway, London.

To most of our countrymen there is something terror-
striking in the very name of Sierra Leone. Like the
41 palisades " of Jamaica, it savours of death, and con-
jures up to the mind’s eye scenes of disease and desola-
tion. And too justly has it earned its ghastly fame, for but ’,
few of the Europeans who have made it their home have
lived to give us the result of their experience. With such
1.1. stimulus to our curiosity we took up with pleasure the
work of Mr. Clarke, one of the happy few who have lived
to return, after a five years residence, anticipating an
.ample harvest of facts connected with the medical topo-
graphy and hygienic state of the colony, and the
constitution and diseases of its inhabitants. We were,
.therefore, rather disappointed to find on perusal, that

Mr. Clarke’s work is addressed rather to the public gene-
rally than to the medical profession. In fact, it is a book
of travels, containing an interesting and lucid account of
the colony of Sierra Leone, of its productions, commerce,
and natural history; as also of its inhabitants, their man-
ners, customs, &c. ; the medical portion being curtailed
to such an extent as to render it agreeable and intelligible
to the general reader. There is still, however, a con-
siderable amount of information on medical subjects to be

gleaned here and there, a portion of which we will en-
deavour to convey to our readers.

The first question which presents itself to the mind of a
medical inquirer, with reference to Sierra Leone, is,
generally,-What can be the cause of the extreme in-
salubrity of the colony ? An extract from the first pages
of Mr. Clarke’s work is the best answer that can be given,
and is also worth perusal, as offering a very vivid picture
of the general appearance of the country.

11 The territory of Sierra Leone consists of a rocky
peninsula, bounded on the north by an estuary of the
same name, which separates it from the Bullom coun-

try ; on the west and south by the Atlantic Ocean; on
the east by the continent of Africa. Two projecting
points, one on the northern termination of the Bullom
shore, the other on the north-west extremity of the
peninsula, and distant from each other about twelve
miles, form the entrance to the Sierra Leone estuary.
The beauty of the scenery of the western coast of Africa
has been much extolled by many travellers, and in this
respect they cannot be accused of exaggeration. There
are few tropical regions which, at first sight, present
more allurements. On approaching Sierra Leone the
coast, for some leagues to the northward and southward,
is low and level, the trees with which it is fringed ap-
pearing to reach to the water’s edge. A very striking
contrast is, however, presented by the chain of moun-
tains which traverse the peninsula; the endless diversity
of their peaks and declivities, perpetually clothed in a
variegated and luxuriant attire-below, the beautiful and
commodious bay of Sierra Leone -with the picturesque
hamlets of the liberated Africans peeping here and there
upon the mountain slopes and banks of the river-form
a coup ci’cpil upon which the European approaching, for
the first time, from seaward, gazes with untiring admira-
tion. The peninsula extends from north to south about
eighteen miles, and from east to west about twelve. It is

triangular, and consists of a range of nearly conical and
serrated mountains, from two thousand to two thousand
five hundred feet in elevation, which extend inland for

twenty miles, and along the shore about five-and-twenty,to the east and west of Free Town. They are wholly un-
connected with any other mountainous range.

" Free Town, the capital, lying in 8&deg; 2U’ north latitude,
and 13&deg; 14’ west longitude, stands on a gentle acclivity
on the northern coast of the peninsula, and occupies a
space between two and three miles in circumference. The
town is well constructed and adapted to the climate.
The entrances to it are good, and the beauty of its posi-
tion is perhaps unrivalled, being situated at the termina-
tion of a commodious and well-sheltered bay, hemmed
in by lofty verdant mountains, constituting a prominent
feature in the back ground. These, however, prove a.

fertile source of disease, by arresting the noxious vapours
of the opposite shore, as well as those generated near
them ; and hence the idea of salubrity, conveyed to the
stranger by the splendid scenery by which he is sur-
rounded, is dispelled by further experience and observa-
tion."

Thus, it appears that Sierra Leone, instead of lying in
a low situation, and being surrounded by marshes, as is
generally supposed, is a rocky, mountainous peninsula,
bounded by the Atlantic, or the Sierra Leone estuary, on
four-fifths of its circumference. The colony, therefore,
presents, one would suppose, all the conditions of salu-

brit) ; luxuriant vegetation, even in a tropical climate,
not necessarily rendering a district unhealthy, when free
from stagnant water, and exposed to the sea-breeze.
This peculiarity of situation it was, no doubt, that de-
ceived our ancestors, and induced government to fix upon
Sierra Leone in 1788, for the colony which it was

thought desirable to establish on the coast of Africa.

But death lurks concealed beneath the smiling fertility of
these sunny shores. On the other side of the estuary,
which bounds Sierra Leone on the north, lies the Bullom

country, a flat, marshy swamp, the vapours from which
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are wafted across the river, or inlet, and being arrested by
the mountainous ridge whi.’h lies behind Free Town, con-
centrate, as it were, their noxious influence on the devoted
locality.
Mr. Clarke’s views respecting the climate of the colony

will be found embodied in the following paragraphs -
41 Regarding the of Sierra Leone, so many dif-

ferent statcments have been made by various medical
and other writers, that I not occupy the reader’s
time by going through the whole subject. Suffice it to

say, however, that all n.gr?c :lS to its general unhealthi-
ness, although it is true tll tt some years have proved by
far less fatal than others. Writers are at variance with

respect to the causes which render this colony so deadly
to Europeans. Besides swamps, sudden alterations of

temperature, &c., one I I think, has been over-
looked, namely, the electrical influence of the atmo-

sphere. Rankin (who subsequently himself died a
victim to the climate) observes, that the unhealthy repu-
tation of Sierra Leone is maintained by policy on the
one hand, and ignorance of the truth on the other.’
Now I cannot allow this i-taement to be at all correct,
for neither policy nor ignorance would have deterred ad-
venturers from resorting to its shores, or have succeeded
in blinding them to advantages they could not possess at
home. Has such been the case ? Most assuredly. But
as they arrived, flushed with hope and expectation, one
by one they dropped into an untimely grave, or perhaps
have lingered out an existence, stamped in their sallow,
pallid, or jaundiced looks, emaciated limbs, and totter-
ing gait."

11 To European children the climate is particularly in-
jurious, as they are early attacked with enlargements of
the spleen, and general derangement of the alimentary
viscera; soon become exhausted with repeated attacks of
ague, and if not removed to a more genial atmosphere
become cachectic, and drop into an early grave. It is
worth noting, that all the German wives of German mis-
sionaries in the colony died of fever soon after their
arrival, while their husbands endure the climate better
than Englishmen. Ladies, however, in general stand the ’,
climate better, from being less exposed than men. To i
persons living in Sierra Leone, early rising, say six

o’clock, a.m., and retiring early to bed, say nine or ten
r.’clock, are great preservatives of health. In the morn-

ing the use of the tepid bath is exceedingly beneficial in
removing the feverishness and languor always following a
testless night. The use of tea or coffee on getting up
also tends to invigorate the system, and to render it less
liable to attacks of fever. I would advise the European
settlers to use the simplest food, avoiding fruits and

pastry ; to sleep in large well-ventilated apartments ; but
to avoid sleeping on the ground-floor, and in piazza bed-
looms; to take daily out-door exercise in the cool of the
day ; to wear flannel clothing, carefully avoiding ex-
posure when perspiring; and, lastly, to avoid all sources
of mental inquietude."
" Much diversity of opinion also prevails, as to the

average difference of temperature in the summer months,
between the hottest time of the day and coldest time of
the night; one authority stating it to be 60&deg;, and another
400, also as to the variation of temperature between
January and July ; one affirming that no difference
exists, while the other holds that it varies 300! Others
have described the heat as overpowering in the extreme.
One writer, rather stretching a point,’ describes the
effect on his arrival, as that of a furnace presenting to
him its parched mouth;’ and says it was with great
difficulty he could proceed. The thermometric average
is 84&deg;, though it may, at times, reach to 94&deg;; and, there-
fore, it is not likely to produce so very powerful an effect.
The year is divided into the dry and rainy seasons,
and is further subdivided by the negroes into lunar
months, or moons. The longest day at Sierra Leone
consists of twelve hours, twenty-nine minutes, and forty-
nve seconds; the shortest is only eleven hours, thirty
minutes, and fourteen seconds. The sun, in setting,
resembles a large globe of fire; while twilight is of short
duration, but enlivened by a concert, composed and sus-
tained by the croaking of frogs, the grating of crickets,

’ and the buzzing of swarms of cockroaches, beetles, &c.
. After a heavy rain the sun appears through the fog, a
I thick steam being raised from the surface of the earth,

which frequently rests for some time upon the sides of
the hills, and envelopes their summits. The natives call
these appearances smokes, and they are thought to be
highly noxious. They are sometimes of a reddish hue,
and then believed to be at their maximum of malignity.
The rainy season on the Gold Coast begins, and is nearly
over, before it commences at Sierra Leone, and it has set
in there six or eight weeks before it begins at Senegal.
At Sierra Leone it sometimes rains continually for thirty
hours ; but more frequently twelve hours of heavy rain is
followed by twenty-four or thirty hours, or even a longer
period of clear and pleasant weather. This period, from

its coolness, is most agreeable, but also the most un-
healthy season, being ushered in and carried off by torna-
does. The moon is sometimes seen within twenty-four
hours of the change."
There are two hospitals in the colony, the principal one

at the village of Kissy, three miles from Free Town, at
which Mr. Clarke was located, the other the Lazaretto,
about half way between Kissy and Free Town. The
former is capable of containing five hundred individuals,
the latter two hundred. Both hospitals are under the
medical superintendence of the colonial and assistant-
colonial surgeons.

"The assistant-coloniai surgeons reside close to the
hospital. They inspect the government school children
medically every month, and are subject to give evidence
on all inquests. There is an hospital accountant and
assistant clerk attached to the establishment, who furnish
the government, through the colonial surgeon, with the
daily and monthly casualties. The accountant transmits
daily to the liberated African branch of the commis-
sioners a detailed account of the number of men,
women, boys, and girls from the several villages, with an
abstract of the amount of provisions necessary. The

assistant-surgeons also furnish daily, monthly, quarterly,
and yearly returns of all cases treated in the hospital. A

quarterly and half-yearly board is held on all hospital
accounts. The medical attendant, or hospital apothecary
(together with the dressers and hospital apprentices),
accompanies the surgeon at the visit hour, compounds
the medicines and enforces cleanliness. These latter are

mostly liberated Africans, and it is astonishing how soon
these partially-educated individuals become acquainted
with the compounding and dispensing of medicine, and
the great tact which they discover in the proper applica-
tion of bandages, &c. During the day the assistant-sur-
geons are generally consulted by numbers of the villagers.
The Europeans admitted to the hospital are destitute
British and foreign seamen. Many of these people were
admitted during the rains of 1839, and the dry season of
1S40. The foreigners are generally natives of Spain, Por-
tugal, France, America, Italy, Denmark, &c. I have
also seen Lascars, and the race called Manilla men, and,
in one instance, a true Asiatic Tartar."

11 The inferior class of British merchant seamen who
arrive in this colony fall victim9, in great numbers, to
fever, often brought on from gross indulgence in ardent
spirits. A recent writer on the diseases of this colony
affirms, that the water-drinker is as much exposed to
fever as the person who uses spirits. This is an extreme
opinion, but I must admit that the temperate use of
vinous and malt liquors are beneficial, and that euen the
moderate use of spirits is not so injurious as has been
sometimes represented. The high price of ale and wine,

* 11 Inquests are frequently held on the bodies of poor
destitute sick liberated Africans, who often stray into the
bush, or expire by the wayside. In 1837, a poor wan-
dering creature thus situated expired in my kitchen, no
person being aware of the circumstance till the following
morning, when the body was found. In 1838, I was
called upon by the manager of the first eastern district,
to examine the bodies of three individuals, who had been
dead some time, at Hastings, Rokelle, and Waterloo, the
two latter having died in the open air."
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however, limits their consumption among the seamen and
others prone to the intemperate use of ardent spirits.-
The opinion that persons addicted to drunkenness fre-
quently resist fever is very questionable, but once a
drunkard is attacked by it there is little chance of his re-
covery. The opinion quoted, moreover, has not been
confirmed by my own experience, and I find its accuracy
also questioned by an eminent authority on tropical cli-
mates, Dr. James Johnson; but still it is astonishing how
many drunkards escape fever."

&laquo;The employing Kroomen, or liberated Africans,
solely, in the stowing of timber in the rivers, would lead
to the annual saving of the lives of great numbers of
merchant seamen, who are there generally seized with
fever. The facility afforded to European merchant-
seamen of indulgence in drunkenness will be apparent,
when it is known that those persons keep up their de-
baucheries to a late hour, when the heavy dews and
vapours are most abundant, and when the partial collapse
succeeding the carousal has supervened. The men but
follow the example too often set them by their masters
in leaving the ship. They take every opportunity of
doing so. Another great cause of the mortality among
the merchant-seamen arises from the want of a merchant-
seamen’s hospital in Free Town, for that class of men,
Kissy Hospital being at too great a distance to admit of
the conveyance to it of individuals labouring under acute
fever." "

As might be anticipated, there exists great difference
between the diseases which attack the European popula-
tion and those which affect the Africans, as will be seen by
the following extracts :&mdash;

’’ The Europeans arrive at the hospital in the advanced
stage of remittent and intermittent fevers ; whilst the
natives of India, and its Archipelago, are rarely affected
with the former on this coast; they in general suffer more
from the aguish paroxysms. The colonial surgeon, Mr.
Aitken, says, in his reply to Commissioner Madden,
4 Of sixty-one cases of Europeans, of all classes, at-
tacked with fever, between the 1st of January and 30th
of June, 1840, sixteen have died.’ Dr. Madden, how-
ever, is of opinion, that if all the deaths were stated
that occurred in the period of convalescence, within six
months after the period specified among those who were
attacked between January and the 30th of June, 1840,
and who went away apparently convalescent, the mor-
tality would have amounted to 50 per cent.’ Mr. Aitken,
in his replies to Dr. Madden, says, that out of eighty-
three European residents twelve died in the year 1840,
ten of bilious remittent fever, one of enteritis, and one of
mania ; seven between the ages of twenty and thirty, two
between the ages of thirty and forty, and three from forty
to fifty. He considers the proportion of deaths of persons
under forty years of age to the whole number of fatal

events, as three to one.’ "
" The principal diseases treated at Kissy Hospital are

dropsical,* dysenteric, pulmonic, and rheumatic com-
plaints of long standing, and of the most intractable
nature, with inveterate cutaneous affections, often com-
plicated together at one and the same time, in the same
individual. The contagious disease, small-pox, often
commits great ravages amongst the liberated Africans,
who are particularly obnoxious to this complaint. In
1837 and 1839 this scourge raged with much virulence
in the colony. Unfortunately, vaccination, the best pre-
ventive of small-pox, often fails in Sierra Leone, either
from the lymph being destroyed by climate, or some
other unascertained cause. Crusts or bulbs are found to
succeed best. If the medical officer does, however, suc-
ceed, difficulty is experienced in inducing the parents to
return with the successful cases, in order to propagate
the conservative remedy amongst their friends. I recol-
lect the case of a gentleman’s child, where three medical
gentlemen, on three different occasions, failed to pro-
duce the vaccine pustule, although every possible pre-
caution was adopted. In 1837, I and another individual

* The term Pourah Pourah, as used by the liberated
Africans, signifies bowel complaints.

vaccinated, without success, sixty children stationed at
Hastings."
The hospital at Kissy, we may remark, contains about

five hundred patients. By far the greater proportion are
Africans, nine-tenths of whom are recently-captured
slaves, who arrive in a most pitiable state of exhaustioxt
and emaciation.

Mr. Clarke found that mercury was the chief remedy
to be depended upon in the bilious remittent fevers of
the colony, to which he added the application of leeches
to the head, blisters over the stomach, to the nape of the
neck, mustard cataplasms, the warm bath, castor oil, and
other purgatives, when necessary. Bleeding is never

practised but in the early stage of fever, and then only in
the case of plethoric persons recently arrived from

Europe. Although advocating the use of mercury as
necessary to the preservation of life, he states that it

bequeaths to the patient a predisposition to liver and
spleen affections, with a long train of dyspeptic com-
plaints.
We shall close our notice of Mr. Clarke’s interesting

work by an extract respecting the dracunculus, or

Guinea-worm: &mdash;
11 Dracunculus, or Guinea-wOl’,n, prevails more on the

leeward than windward coast. it is a filiform white

worm, with a dark-coloured head, insinuating itself &pound;
between the muscles ; sometimes, however, it is entwined
round the tendons and bones, more especially those of
the feet. I have frequently met with cases where it has
appeared in the scrotum, ham, thigh, and, in one case,
on the face above the eyes. Its general length is front
one to four or five feet. Fornucation, attended with
some constitutional disturbance, as heat of skin, wan-
dering pains, &c., with a painful tumefaction, indicate its
approach to the surface. To these symptoms a pustule,
or rather a slight elevation of the cuticle, resembling a
blistered surface, succeeds. The general opinion of the
profession is, that the germ of the worm is introduced
from wading or bathing in muddy pools or ponds, or is
contained and swallowed in the water drunk; but
nothing satisfactory is yet known on the subject. Con-
tractions of the tendons and muscles are sometimes the
result of this disease. The best plan, I apprehend, to get
rid of the worm is that pursued by the natives, viz.
attaching a thread to the protruded portion of the worm,
which is then wound round a piece of stick, or simply
tied around the limb, to prevent its retreating, using
great care not to overstretch or break it, least it retreat
beyond reach. This enables the sufferer to withdraw it
gradually. Incautious meddling with the worm, so aS-
to break it, inflicts on the patient excruciating suffer-
ing. The patients, however, are quite competent to.
extract the worm themselves, when placed in such situ-
ations as permit their doing so. A poultice over the
worm is all the treatment required. In the case of a
Housa boy, aged eleven years, worms were extracted
from the right thigh, sole of the left foot, anterior edge
of the right ankle, dorsum of right foot, entwined
amongst its bones, five in all-the largest measuring
three feet."

The Epidemics of the Jliddle Ages. From the German oi’
J. F. C. HECKER, M.D., Professor at Frederick Wil-
liam’s University, &c. &c. Translated by B. G.
BABINGTON, M.D., F.R.S., &c. London : 1844. 8vo.
Pp.400. Published under the Direction of the Council
of the Sydenham Society, instituted 1843.

IT is with considerable satisfaction that our attention is
invited to the volume bearing the above title, which is
the first work published by the authority of the Sydenham
Society. We find, that in addition to Hecker’s three
treatises on different epidemics occurring in the middle
ages, the translator has given the address of that pro-
fessor to the physicians of Germany, and likewise

presented us with an appendix, apposite to the main
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object of the work. This appendix is " A Boke, or

Counseill against the Disease, commonly called the

Sweate, or Sweatying Sicknesse, made by Jhon Caius,
Doctorer in Phisicke, and published in 1552." Of this
Dr. Babington states, in his preface, that it is so quaint,
and at the same time so illustrative of the opinions of his
day, and even of the fourteenth century, on the causes
of universal diseases, that the passages which he has

quoted will not fail to afford some amusement as well as
instruction. Hecker, in his address to the physicians of
Germany, attempts to impress on them the importance
of a careful and rigid investigation of epidemic diseases,
on an extended scale, commensurate with the extent of
their exertions in other departments of science. This

address, although very short, is written in a very power-
ful and vigorous style, and bears indications of a masterly
intellect, exerting itself in enlarged, important, and

comprehensive views of medical science. The chief

contents of the volume are, the epidemics of the middle
ages, mentioned severally as the black death, the danc-
ing mania, and the sweating sickness. Hecker, in his

description of the black death, as it was called in this

country, la mortalega grande, in Italy, and in Germany
der schwarze tod, has given its symptoms as it appeared
in the East, chiefly at Constantinople ; in the West, in
Germany, France, Italy, England, Poland, Norway, and
Russia. From a consideration of the symptoms, as

detailed by Hecker, we assent to the conclusion he

arrives at with regard to its nature, and which is well
expressed in the following sentence:&mdash;" Such was the

form which the plague assumed in the 1 Hh century, for
the accompanying chest affection which appeared in all

the countries whereof we have received any account,
cannot, on a comparison with similar and familiar symp-
toms, be considered as any other than the inflammation
of the lungs, of modern medicine, a disease which at pre-
sent only appears sporadically, and, owing to a putrid
decomposition of the fluids, was probably combined with
hsemorrhages from the vessels of the lungs." The

author then speaks of the probable causes of the disease,
alluding, and we think philosophically, to certain recog-
nised, social, and cosmical influences, and after this

proceeds to examine the degree of mortality, which history
assures us was most fearful ; as a proof we extract this
passage from the work, and present it to our readers:-
116 It may, therefore, be assumed, without exaggeration,
that Europe (Europe alone !) lost during the black death
twenty-five millions of inhabitants." Under the head of

treatment the medical talent of the period during which
this disease occurred is given at some length, including
the opinion of the medical faculty of Paris on the courses
and regulations to be observed during the black plague.
We think that the pages devoted to the second epide-

mic, the dancing mania, will be read by many with
peculiar interest, as ably describing certain forms of a
class of disease which, although by no means extinct,
yet, happily, are to be observed only in a mitigated con-
dition, and appearing in more detached and isolated in-
stances. We allude to the dances of St. John and of St.

Vitus; the tarantism of Italy, and the tigretier of Abys-
sinia. It will be impossible not to observe, from this
part of the work, the powerful influence of moral causes,
as concerned in the production of certain diseases, and
to confess the weakness of human nature collected in

masses, the imagination usurping the province of reason,
apd both mind and body servilely subjected to the agency
imitation and sympathy.
This part occupies some eighty or ninety pages full of

interest and information. The remainder of the volume
is devoted to the consideration of the sweating sickness.
The nature of this malady is described in pages 191-2, to
which we refer our readers. Its distinctly rheumatic, yet
otherwise complex character, are there fully detailed.
We cannot follow the author through his elaborate his-

tory of its numerous visitations, &c. &c., but will content

ourselves with stating that the disease, in relation to its

peculiar character, is surveyed amply in pages z8fi and
239 inclusive, concluding, in reference to the English
mode of treatment of this disease, with the following pas-
sage:&mdash;’’ For it is the part of the physician, in diseases

which hare a spontaneous ]lower of curing tleemselnes, to lente
this POWel’ free scope to act, and merely by fostering care to

remor,e all obstacles to its exercise ; and, to guard the heal-
ing art from strange and unnatural farragos, for it is only
when it is subordinate to n&laquo;ture that it bears the stamp of
reason, the mistress afall earthly things."
In justice to the translator, Dr. Babington, we cannot

dismiss this subject without offering to him our thanks
for this addition to the medical literature of our country,

and at the same time expressing our sincere and unquali-
fiecl approbation of his execution of the translation. The
whole work reads like an originally written English book.
In conclusion, we think the Sydenham Society must
flourish, its numbers already being upwards of fifteen
hundred members, amongst whom are to be seen the
names of the greatest ornaments of our profession.

BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNALS.
THE last number of the Dublin Medical Press contains

a lecture on

DISEASES OF THE HEART,

by Dr. Bellingham, in which the diagnostic signs of pal-
pitation of this organ, as dependent on structural or other
causes, are very clearly expressed as follows :&mdash;

A. In structural disease.

1. Palpitation is constant, though more marked at one
period than at another,-sometimes occurring in pa-
roxysms of extreme severity.

2. Impulse is usually stronger than natural, sometimes
remarkably increased (in a few cases diminished), occa-
sionally heaving and prolonged, or abrupt and jogging,
or double.

3. Percussion elicits a dull sound over an increased
extent of surface in the precordial region, and the degree
of dulness is greater than natural.

4. Palpitation is often accompanied by auscultatory
signs of diseased valves.

5. Action of the heart is regular, irregular, or inter-
mittent, seldom much quicker than natural.

6. Palpitation is often less distressing to the patient,
and less complained of than that which accompanies in-
organic affections; but occasionally attended by severe
pain, extending to the left shoulder and arm, constituting
what is termed angina pectoris.

7. Is more common in the male than in the female, and
in the adult than about puberty.

8. The lips and cheeks are often livid; countenance
bloated ; anasarca of lower extremities common.

9. Palpitation is increased by exercise, by stimulants,
and tonics, &c. ; relieved by rest, and frequently also.

by local or general bleeding, the antiphlogistic regi-
men, &c.

B. In the absence of structural disease.

1. Palpitation is not constant ; has perfect intermis-
sions.

2. Impulse is not increased, neither heaving or pro-
longed ; often abrupt, knocking, and circumscribed, and


